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Analytical and Experimental Investigation
of an Ammonia/Air Opposed Reacting Jet
G . S. SAMUELSEN
Environmental & Resources Engineering University of California-Irvine
AND

E. S. STARKMAN
University of California-Berkeley and General Motors Corporation, Warren , Michigan
Abstract-The point-by-point properties of an ammonia/air opposed-reacting-jet flowfield are described by solving
the governing partial differential elliptic equations. Analytical descriptions of the reacting flow.field are compared
to experimentally measured profiles of temperature and composition. Calculated distributions of stream function ,
temperature and fuel mole fraction are also presented.
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pre-exponential factor in reaction rate
expression
specific heat, Btu/lbm-0 R
combustor diameter, in.
mass diffusivity
activation energy, Btu/lbm-mole
reaction order with respect to ammonia
heat of combustion , Btu/lbmru
stagnation enthalpy, Btu/lbm
constant in effective viscosity expression
thermal conductivity, Btu/hr-ft-°F
length of flow field , ft.
mass fraction
mass flow rate, lbm/sec
overall reaction order
reaction rate, lbm 11.{ft3-sec
universal gas constant, 1545 ft-lbf/ lbmmole-0R
radius, in .
temperature, °F or 0 R
velocity, fps
exchange coefficient
viscosity
density, lbm/ft3
Schmidt Number
Prandtl Number
stress tensor
equivalence ratio
dependent variable
stream function

Subscripts
air
a

effective
fuel
h
enthalpy
jet stream
j
mix
mixture
ox
oxidizer
p
primary stream
prod product
r
radial direction
stoich stoichiometric
z direction
z
dependent variable
4>
elf
fu

<f>

INTRODUCTION

An opposed-reacting-jet (ORJ) is shown in
Figure I. The flame is stabilized by a jet directly
opposing the premixed combustible main flow.
The jet stream can be air, a fuel/air mixture or an
inert gas. The flame will blow out when the jet is
shut-off. Because the flame is stabilized by the
jet, the opposed-reacting-jet is classified as a flameholder.
rn this investigation, the governing partial
differential equations are solved for an ammonia/
air opposed-reacting-jet. Solutions are compared
to experimental measurements. The objective is
to demonstrate that the governing equations can
be solved for a reacting, turbulent flow with
recirculation while obtaining satisfactory correla·
lion with experiment. A thcroretical prediction of
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flow. Partially or completely reacted species are
recirculated upstream to the region of decelerated
ftow . The zone of recirculation provides the
necessary energy to sustain the flame .
The flameholders shown in Figure 2 are referred
to as "physical" ftameholders. Another class of
flameholders are called "aerodynamic'' flameholders. The opposed-reacting-jet shown in Figure
I is an example of the aerodynamic type. The
flame is stabilized near the stagnation region of
the main and jet streams. The zone of recirculation
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the point-by-point properties of the reacting flow
has potential value in the study of air pollutant
emission from continuous combustion sources.

~.-....;:;'-----

FLAMEHOLDING CONCEPTS
A flame requires a reactive composition and an
igniting cond ition. To occur, a flame needs a
continuing feed of reactant mixture and a sufficient
reflux of energy and/or active species.
A steady -state flame represents a balance between
chemical reaction, fluid mechanics , mass diffusion ,
and heat conduction. The balance cannot be
sustained indefinitely as the mass flow rate of
reactants is increased. A critical flow rate (or
velocity) will be reached above which insufficient
energy will be recirculated upstream to sustain the
flame, and the flame will consequently blow out.
The critical velocity is on the order of the flame
propagation rate. Velocities higher than the flame
propagation rate occur often in actual combustion
systems (e.g. the ramjet and the after-burner of a
gas-turbine engine) and special devices called
ftameholders must be used to stabilize the flame.
In Figure 2, streamlines (VJ = constant) arc
plotted for a selection offlameholder configurations.
The flameholder acts to decelerate the stream
locally and provide a zone of recirculation. The
recirculation zone is characterized by a reverse
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FIG. 2. Physical flameholders.
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FIG. 3. Blowout map: Ammonia/air ORJ.

is located along the edge of the jet. The stream
exiting the jet tube entrains and recirculates both
partially and completely reacted species back to the
region of stagnation. t
Although a flameholder will stabilize a flame at
a velocity in excess of the flame propagation rate,
the flame will eventually blow out as the approach
stream velocity is increased. The velocily at which
the flame blows out is called the blowout velocity.
The blowout velocity depends on the equivalence
ratio! of the approach stream. This dependency is

t The mass flow rate of the jet is much less than the mass
J). The opposedflow rate of the main stream (1h1/1it,
reacting-jet should not be confused with the opposeddiffusion-jet (Kushida, 1968). The jet mass flow rate in the
opposed-diffusion-jet is approximately equal to the mass
flow rate of the main stream (1i11 /1i1~ ~ I).
t The equivalence ratio,~, is defined as the actual fuel/air
ratio divided by the stoichiometric fuel/air ratio
<I> = mru/ma/(mru/mn)stotcn
A stoichiometric mixture has an equivalence ratio of unity.
Fuel-rich mixtures have equivalence rat ios greater than unity
and fuel-lean mixtures have ratios less than unity but greater
than zero.

«
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illustrated by the blowout map shown in Figure 3
for an ammonia/air ORJ with a stoichiometric jet.I
As shown in Figure 4, the blowout velocity depends
on the jet composition as well as the main stream
composition. The influence or the jet composition
distinguishes the ORJ from a physical flameholder.
Only one blowout map can be generated for a
physical flameholder whereas a series of blowout
maps can be generated for an ORJ by changing
the jet composition.
The ORJ, first introduced in the open literature
by Schaffer and Cambel (1955), was conceived as
a potential ftameholder in an afterburner or a gas
turbine engine. The conventional physical flameholder produces drag losses when the afterburner
is not in use. To negate these aerodynamic losses,
Schaffer and Cambel proposed that the ORJ ftameholder might be employed . Introduced at an
angle from the wall of the afterburner, the jets
could be shut off when the afterburner is not in
use, leaving a streamlined wall.~
The investigations of the 0 RJ have been primarily
experimental. In the late 1950's the Aircraft
Division of General Electric sponsored a threcyear investigation at Northwestern University.
During the same period, the Air Force sponsored a
program at Stanford Research Institute. Partly
because interest swung to high-temperature gas
dynamics in the early l 960's and partly because
the potential of the ORJ as a flameholder in
afterburners was not realized, ORJ studies were

ii The ORJ did not prove to be practical for use in afterburners because the flamcholding capacity was found to
decrease significantly as the angle of the jet to the direction
of flow increased a few degrees (Duclos et al. 1957).
PROPANE/AIR
Pj = 70 psig
JET THROAT: 0.033"
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curtailed with the exception of a program at Tulane
University funded by the U.S. Army in the late
1960's (O'Loughlin, 1968).
STATE OF THE ART

Theoretical analyses of reacting flows with
recirculation have in general been limited to
modeling because of the inherent difficulties in
solving the governing equations. For example,
the stabilization of the bluff body (Longwell et al.
1953) and opposed-jet (Bellamy, 1966) lfameholders
has been likened to that of a stirred reactor.
Similarly, gas turbine combustion has been modeled
as a number of stirred reactors in series (Hammond
and Mellor, 1970).
More effective characterization of pollutant
formation in continuous combustion devices with
recirculation requires the prediction of the pointby-point properties. Modeling is effective in
predicting the performance of combustion systems,
but is not wholly adequate in describing the detail
of the flow field . The point-by-point properties of
a reacting flow can be described only by a solution
of the governing partial differential equations.
In the case of flows with recirculation, similar to
those of the opposed-jet and gas-turbine combustors, the equations are "elliptic."
Solution of the governing equations requires
development of a numerical technique. Elliptic
partial differential equations have been solved
numerically for low-velocity flows, but difficulties
are encountered with stability for Reynolds
numbers above 400. In practice, the Reynolds
number is often much higher. For the opposedreacti ng-jet, Reynolds numbers based on the diameter of the combustor in excess of I 04 arc typical.
By giving special consideration to the formulation
of the finite-difference equations, Runchal and
Wolfshtein (1966) were successful in obtaining
solutions to the elliptical equations that were
stable for all Reynolds numbers. Instead of using
the central difference formulation, they employed
upwind difference formulation, a procedure suggested by Spalding ( 1966). The work of Runchal
and Wolfshtein has Jed to the numerical tcchnigue
adopted in the present study (Gosman et al. 1969).
ANALYTICAL INVESTlGATlON
Co11ditio11s investigated
Two parameters are invariant in this investigation : the equivalence ratio of the jet, and the
equivalence ratio of the main stream.

The fuel selected for this study was ammonia
in part because the ammonia/air reaction can be
adequately represented by a single-step or global
reaction rate. The use of ammonia as the fuel is in
contrast to previous work on the ORJ where hydrocarbons have been used exclusively, particularly
propane. Intermediates such as aldehydes and
carbon monoxide play an important role in
hydrocarbon/air reactions, and at least two or
three reactions and many species must be considered. As a result, hydrocarbon/air reactions
are not as simple to describe as the ammonia/air
reaction.
The ammonia/air reaction is assumed to follow
the stoichiometry

4NH 3

air
.....------....
+ 3[0 + (3.77)N
2

2}

~

6H 20

+ 13.31 N 2
{I)

The blowout map obtained experimentally for
the ammonia/air opposed reacting jet is given in
Figure 3. Numerical solutions to the governing
equations were obtained for three cases:
Case I : Cold ftowt for the blowout conditions
represented by point A
Case 2: Cold flow for the conditions represented
by point B
Case 3: Hot flow for the conditons represented by
point B
Governing equal ions

The parcial differential equations that must be
considered in solving the opposed-jet flowfield
in the absence of combustion (cold flow) are the
conservation of mass and the conservation of
momentum. When Lhe flowfield is nonisothcrmal
due to chemical reaction, the conservation of
energy must be added. Because individual species
are created as well as destroyed through chemical
reaction, conservation equations for each species
must likewise be considered.
Using tensor form, the governing conservation
equations may be written in the absence of body
forces as:
Conservation of mass

div pv = 0
Conservation of momentum
-div pvv - grad p - div f = 0

(2a)
(2b)

t Cold ftow: Nonreacting, isothermal ftow. Hot ftow;
Reacting flow.
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Conservation of energy
d iv {puh - l\ cP grad T
3

-

1111,l'ru g rad lllru -

L ViT ;} =

0 (2c)

=

0 (2d)

i•l

Fuel mass species conservation
d iv (pvm 111

-

r,

11

g rad m 111 )

-

Rcu

No rma lly a mass species conservation equation
wou Id be required for each of the species considered.
Species-conservation equations for species other
t han the fuel species need not be solved here
because the p rod ucts a re lumped together a nd
considered as a whole, and the eq uivalence ratio is
unifo rm t hroughout the flow rield .
When the products are considered as a wholt:,
lhe reaction assumes the following form:

4N H 3

+ 30 2 --+ "product"

(3)

The oxidizer mass fractio n need not be considered
separately as a dependent variable as it is related
algebraically to the fuel mass fraction t hrough the
equivalence ratio (based upon oxidizer mass
fraction), <1>

(4)
T he equivalence ratio is uniform and equal to
unity throughout the flow field . Finally , the prod uct mass fraction is known from
(5)

T he normal procedure is to transform or combine
various of the governing equations into more
convenient forms. The momentum equations in
the radial and axia l directions a re combined to
eliminate the pressure terms and most of t he
velocity terms. Performi ng this operation creates
a new variable, vorticity (co). Jn cylindrical geometry, it is convenient lo replace was the dependent
variable by w/r. A second manipulation no rmally
undertaken is to introduce the st ream fu nction, "''
defined by
I dVJ

pu.

= ; Or

I OVJ

;

pUT

= - ; OZ

into the conti nuity equation and into the other
governing equations wherever velocity a ppears.
The precedi ng ma nipulations result in fo ur equations and fo ur dependent variables:
stream functio n, 'P
vorticity variable, cu/r
stagnation e nthalpy, Ii
fuel mass fraction, m,..
T he equations for each of these dependent variables
have a similar structure. Fo r axi-symmetric flow,
the general form is represented by:

a.{~ (~ ~~)

- :, (~ ~:) } - ~ {b~ ~ (c~sb)}
- :,. {bf>

:r

(c9 <f>)}

T ABLE J

- w

pr

_ r• [!. {v, + v,') . op
2

w/r

r•

/I err

oz

2

_ ~or (v,• +2 vr') . op]
az
._. { I

mru

+ d9 =

0 (7)

The functions a9 , b", c" , a nd d" a re given in Table
1 for each of the dependcm va riabl es,~' considered.

Functions a4>, h4>, c;, and d4> of Equation 7

0

(6)

I)

or

omr•)J

a[

+ t.

l1ru -

{(I _

_!_) ov:/2 + L (_!_ _..!.) hru omr•}J
•TA

- rRtu

~
Or

"'· Tz

tu O"ru

- a,
<1•

/lcrrr

or
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Finite difference equations

The derivation of the finite difference equation
from the governing partial differential equations.is
described by Gosman el al. (l969) and summarized
for the particular case of the ORJ by Samuelsen
(1970).
Before a solution to the problem may be obtained,
certain assessory data-density, effective viscosity,
chemical kinetics and specific heat-must be
specified. The problem of turbulence is handled by
adopting the method of time-averaged properties
(Rird et al. 1960). The equations written for
l~1minar flow are taken to apply, but the transport
properties are replaced by the so-called "effective"
transport properties. An example is the effective
viscosity.

3. The simple model provides a convenient
reference against which more sophisticated models
can be assessed.
Effective Prandtl and Schmid! numbers

The effective Prandtl and Schmidt numbers
a/l e![= r,,crrfµcu:

(9)

<True([= rfucu/µ cll

are taken to be unity, a convention adopted in
prior studies involving turbulent elliptic flows
(Odlozinski, 1968; Pun and Spalding, 1967).
For gases in both laminar and turbulent flows, the
effective Prandtl and Schmidt Numbers are typically
in the vicinity of0.7 (Shapiro , 1954). Using a value
of unity in lieu of 0. 7 has the advantage of simplifying the governing partial differential equation for
enthalpy.

Effective viscosity: µ.,tt

The effective viscosity has been the focus of
much attention in recent years. Most of the
emphasis has been directed toward models for
parabolic flows. Effort has recently been directed
toward modeling the effective viscosity for elliptic
nows. For the current study, the following model
was adopted
µ,~er

=

K D213L-11a p213( rhv.,,)11a

(S)

Equation 8 is derived by dimensional analysis
after specifying that the effective viscosity is
influenced by p, L, D and (1iw2) in the following
manner (Odlozinski , 1968):
p: /t.,rc increases with local density
L: /t.,11 diminishes with an increase in the
length of the flow region
D: ft., 11 increases with the diameter of the flow
region
1iw2: /t,1rr increases with the incoming rate of
kinetic energy
Equation 8 has been used to predict reacting flows
with recirculation by Pun and Spalding ( 1967) and
Odlozinski ( 1968).
The advantages of using the simple model are
threefold:
I. The simple model is economical to use; additional partial differential equations are not required, saving iteration time.
2. A design ei:igineer or research engineer is
often willing to· sacrifice accuracy for the sake of
economy, particularly as a first approximation to
the solution of the problem .

Chemical kinelics: d"'

The source term, dq,, for the fuel mass fraction
is functionally dependent on the chemical reaction
rate, R111 (ref. Table I). Adopting common
convention, an Arrhenius form gives
Rru

=

1

, - [lbm
Am{11 m~;1 p" exp (-E/RT)
- 3- "
ft sec

J

(JO)

where A, n, f, and E are empirically determined
constants. The rate data for the ammonia/air
reaction studied here were taken from a well-stirred
reactor study by Pratt and Starkman (1969). For
the following stoichiometry

the constants in equation I 0 assume the values:

=

2.5 x 1010
f = 0.75
11 = 1.95
E = 6.26 x 104 Btu/lbm·mole

A

The reaction rate presented in the Arrhenius form
depends on the local time-mean gas properties.
Jn reality, the local gas properties (e.g. velocity,
pressure, etc.) fluctuate due to the eddy motion of
turbulent flow. The reaction rate is not simply
dependent on the time-smoothed properties, but
may be strongly affected and , in fact, limited by the
break-up of large eddies into small ones (Spalding,
1971). It might be expected then to find that the
Arrhenius equation and well-stirred reactor data
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given above do not give results quantitatively
consistent with experimental find ings. As a result,
the data of Pratt and Strakman were used as first
guesses. T he constants A and £were then refined
by com paring the nu merical prediction to the
experimental results.

Heat of combustion: /-JC
The heat of combustion for the ammonia/air
reaction is evaluated from an enthalpy balance
between the reactants and products and assuming
that they combine in the proportion given by
equation 1. For a temperature of 538 Rand using
the data provided by the JANAF T ables (1960)
the heat of combustion obtained is

HC = -8050 Btu/lbmNIJ3
The choice of the reaction temperature is not
important. The heat of combustion is nearly
independent of temperature. For example, at
3500 °R , the enthalpy of reaction is HC =
-8091 Btu/lbm:-:H 3 •

COM PUTATIONA L PROCEDURE AND
RESU LTS
Solutions were obtained for the two inlet main
stream velocities. These two conditions are designated as points A and B in Figure 3. Point A is
located at the peak of the blowout curve, point B is
located at an approach velocity about 80 percenl
of the peak velocity.

Grid
To mm1m1ze computational time a nd stil l
effectively cover the area of steep g radients, a
nonuniform grid was employed . A schematic of
the grid is given in Figure 5. (T he grid is expanded
by a factor of two in the J-direction to accentuate
the detail near the centerline.) T he grid , is nonunifo rm in both directions. There are 15 nodes in
the J-direction and 33 nodes in the /-direction.
T he jct exit plane is located at I = 27. The inner
diameter of the jet exit is located at J = 3 and the
outer diameter at J = 6.

Reaction rate
Specific heat
Assuming that the specific heat of all the species
is constant and equal, the following simplified
temperature-rise relation is obtained

T = /1 - m,,JIC

(12)

The fuel mass fraction, mcu and h, the enthalpy of
the m ixture are dependent variables and the heat
of combustion is specified above. Only the
specific heat, c11mtx , needs yet to be specified.
The value adopted for the uniform and constant
specific heal for all the species was
C 11 mtx

=

0

0.395 Btu/lbm R

T he constants A and E in t he chemica l rate
expression (equation I 0) were relined by compari ng
the numerical predictions ro the experimental
results. This procedure, described in rhe next
section, resulted in the following values for A a nd£:
A = 22.0 x 10 10
E = 6.00 x I 0 4 Btu/lbm-mole
Rcu

22.0 X 101om~i}s111~;op1.os
x exp (-6.00

x 104/RT) (14)

Stream function distribution
T he stream function distributions for the three
cases considered are presented in Figure 6. In

(13)

This value was calculated from equation 12 for the
case of complete combustion (m 1u = 0.0) and the
adiabatic name temperature for the ammonia/air
reaction of 3460 °R . The value for specific heat
given by equation 13 compares favorably to that
calculated (0.392) using t he thermochemical data
of the J ANAF T ables (1960) at 3460 °R for the
actual product species [6H 20 + 13.3 1N 2]. For
the reactant species [4N H 3 + 30 2 + ll.3IN 2 ] at
the inlet temperature of 538 ° R the specific ht:al
given by Equation 13 is thirty percent higher than
the actual (0.290).
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flame front, situated 3! inches upstream of the jet
e.xit, compares favorably to the actual flame front
shown in Figure I.

STAGNATION
POINT

b) COLO FLOW

-6.SZ

1---lr--F10. 6. Stream function

di~tribut ion

( x 10')

</> = "'' = 1.0
radial plane expanded 2 x .

Experimental composition and temperature
measurements
Composition and temperature measurements
were taken in the reacting flow for the flow conditions represented by point B (Case 3) in order to
compare experimental results to those predicted by
the numerical program. The axial plane in which
the composition and temperature measurements
were made is illustrated schematically in Figure 8.
(The combustor was insulated to simulate the
adiabatic boundary conditions at the wall adopted
in the numerical analysis.) Measurements were
taken It inches downstream of the jet exit (I-inch
upstream of the exit plane of the combustor).
A water-cooled probe, i inch in diameter was
used for the composition measurements. The
composition samples, drawn from the probe, were
analyzed using a time-of-flight mass spectrometer
(Bendix Model 17-210). The temperature was
measured with a Pt/Pt-13 percent-Rh thermocouple
mounted on a i inch diameter ceramic probe. The
ruEl MOLE FRACTION

Figure 6a the stagnation point is located I! inches
upstream of the jet exit for Case I (cold flow at
the blowout velocity). For Case 2, the stagnation
point is located further upstream (2t inches) than
in the previous case. The difference in the location
of the stagnation point is attributed to the lower
approach velocity in Case 2.
The stream function distribution for the case of
hot flow at point B is given in Figure 6c. The
location of the stagnation point has moved upstream from the jet exit. The difference in the
location of the stagnation point in the case of the
reacting flow is attributed to the higher jet velocity.
Although the jet mass flow rate is identical for both
the hot and cold flow cases, the heating of the jet
in the presence of combustion produces a jet
velocity of 715 fps compared to a jet velocity of
294 fps in the case of cold flow.

TEMPERATURE, "R

3
SHAM flJNC I ION ( l 10 1

Temperature and composition distributions
Temperature and fuel mole fraction distributions
are plotted in Figure 7 for Case 3. A region of
highly reacted species (fuel mole fraction = 0.004)
and uniform temperature (3500 °R) is located
upstream of the stagnation point. The nose of the

FIG. 7. Hot flow property distributions, v,
21 fps
"'· = "'' = 1.0
radial plane expanded 2 x.
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VYCOR
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THERMOCOUPLE
LOCATIONS

FIG. 8. Location of composition and temperature
measurements.

measured fuel mole fraction and temperature
profiles are plotted in Figure 9 .
ANALYTlCAL AND EXPERIMENT
RESULTS COMPARED
The constants A and E in the chemical rate
expression (Equation 10) were refined by makng
use of the experimental results at point A and Bin
Figure 3. Initially, the pre-exponential factor , A,
was modified to predict blowout for the approach
velocity represented by point A (Case I). This
procedure yielded a value for A of 36 x 1010•
The next step was directed toward refining the
value of E, the activation energy. E was modified
to produce temperature and composition profiles
with reasonable agreement to the experimentally
measured profiles. The reduction in the activation
energy was accompanied by a reduction in the
pre-exponential factor A , ensuring that the blowout
condition at point A remained satisfied. The
refinement of A and E resulted in the values given
by equation 14.
The numerically predicted and experimentally
measured profiles of fuel mole fraction and temperature are compared in Figure 9. The agreement is
satisfactory from the combustor wall to a radius
of 0.6-inch. The lower temperature and higher fuel
mole fraction predicted numerically near the
combustor wall is attributed to the assumption of a
constant and uniform specific heat. For temperatures below the adiabatic flame temperature,
the value taken for the specific heat is higher than
the actual specific heat of the mixture. The wide
spacing of the grid near the Yycor wall is also a
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contributing factor. The boundary condition for
the fuel mole fraction at the wall assumes that the
gradient is normal to the wall and that the distribution of temperature is parabolic near the wall.
This boundary condition in conjunction with the
few grid points near the wall serves lo exaggerate
the curvature of the profile adjacent to the wall.
The effect of the jet cooling is indicated by the
experimental measurements of temperature near
the jet. The numerical calculations assumed an
adiabatic jet wall. The experimental measurements
show that this. assumption is not accurate. The
results of the numerical program and experiment
indicate that the heat-sink effect of the jet occurs at
a critical point in the temperature history of the
mixture.
To assess the effect on the numerical solution of
assuming an adiabatic jet wall, a calculation was
made with an isothermal jet wall. The choice of
temperature for the jet wall was based on the
experimental profile of temperature. An extrapolation of the temperature profile to the jet wall
gives a value of about 1000 °F.
The profiles of temperature and composition
for an isothermal jet wall at 1000°F are given in
Figure 10.t The results show the strong influence

t The distributions of temperature and fuel mole fraction
upstream of the jet presented in Figure 7 are unaffected
when the jet wall is made diabatic. Only the distributions
near the jet wall are affected by the modified jet boundary
condition.
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agreement between the numerical program and
experimental work reported here is remarkedly
good considering the simple models used and the
adoption of a constant and uniform specific heat.
The results of this work demonstrate the potential
of numerical calculation to predict the point-bypoint properties of a reacting, turbulent flow and
suggest that more extensive correlation to experiment should be conducted to develop and refine
the numerical models used.
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FIG. 10. Temperature and composition profiles,
diabalic jet wall.

of heat transfer on the predicted flowfield near the
jet when compared to the profiles of Figure 9 and.
the importance of accurately prescribing the boundary conditions. The predicted temperature drops
near the jet wall , consistent with the experimental
profile. The predicted fuel mole fraction near the
jet wall shows that the degree of reaction is less
than that indicated in Figure 9 for an adiabatic
jet wall. This result is consistent with the experimental observation.
The difference between the predicted and experimentally measured temperature near the wall is
attributed in part to the radiation heat loss from the
thermocouple. The temperature loss due to radiation is on the order of a few hundred degrees at
the measured temperature of 1800 QF (Samuelsen ,
1970). The difference between the predicted and
experimentally measured fuel mole fraction is
attributed to the simplified models of turbulence
and chemical kinetics.
The assumption of an isothermal jet wall also
contributes to the difference between the experimental and numerical results. The temperature
variation along the jet wall may be significant.
It should be emphasized that the present study
is exploratory in nature. Little correlation has
been previously attempted between numerical
predictions and experimental measurements in
turbulent, reacting flows with recirculation. The

CONCLUSIONS

l. The governing equations for a reacting
turbulent flow with recirculation can be solved
with results consistent with experimental measurments.
2. Before the full utility of the solution procedure can be realized, more refined models of
kinetics and turbulence must be developed and more
extensive correlation to controlled experiment must
be conducted.
3. Analytical results indicate a zone of nearhomogeneous mixture and uniform temperature
located downstream of the stagnation region of
the opposed-reacting-jet.
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